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Bermondsey Loft
Region: London Sleeps: 4

Overview
Live the London life in this chic warehouse loft on buzzing Bermondsey Street. 
The loft, within easy walking distance of London Bridge, is a unique sanctuary 
in the heart of the big city. 

As you enter this two-bedroom, two-bathroom space, you're welcomed by the 
warm colour tones of a long and spacious hallway replete with plenty of 
storage space. The loft's vibrant décor comes into its own in the open-plan 
kitchen, dining and living area. Traditional warehouse windows built into the 
exposed brick along the length of the open living and dining area provide 
exceptional natural light – not to mention the views of the London skyline, 
including the Shard. 

The sleek furnishings of the modern open-plan kitchen will make it difficult to 
decide whether you should stay in and cook or head out to see what London 
has to offer. Either way, you're in good stead at Bermondsey Loft. And if you 
just want to curl up with a cup of tea, there is no shortage of plush sofas and 
cosy nooks to rejuvenate you. 

Stepping into the king-sized bedrooms, the tasteful décor takes it up a notch. 
The first bedroom's patterned wallpaper and bright touches exude a playful 
vibe. The second bedroom is equally funky, perhaps more so thanks to 
touches of faux animal print. Both rooms boast seating areas, while the latter 
also includes a small desk/vanity. 

The bathrooms are just as eclectic but lack nothing in terms of amenities. 
Each sports its own interior design cues and is equally inviting whether you're 
getting ready to hit the town or just want to lay back in a warm bath. 

By blending vibrant and funky style with cosy creature comforts, this is the 
perfect base from which to launch your London escapades.

Facilities
City Homes & Apartments  •  Easy By Train  •  Ideal for Babies & Toddlers  •  
Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Laptop Friendly Workspace  •  Washing Machine  •  
Dishwasher  •  Microwave  •  Coffee Machine  •  Hairdryer  •  TV  •  Lift
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Interior & Grounds
The Apartment
Interior 
Single Floor
Spacious hallway with plenty of storage. 
Open-plan living and dining area
Smart TV 
Open-plan kitchen (including oven, dishwasher, two hot plates, two ceramic 
glass hob hotplates, toaster, kettle, microwave, freezer, electric coffee 
machine). 
Two super king bedrooms
Separate shower/WC
Separate bath/shower/WC

Additional Facilities:
Wi-Fi
TV
Air conditioning
Washing machine
Laptop friendly workspace
Heating
Elevator
Baby cotg options before arriving
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Location & Local Information
The quality of transport links is often the key to any London location, and 
Bermondsey Loft is especially fortunate. The nearby London Bridge station (10 
minutes by foot) provides easy access to the Jubilee Line, Northern Line, 
Overground and National Rail trains, making getting around London a carefree 
task. 

Bermondsey is a lively neighbourhood with a lot on offer. Walking around, 
you'll find the area rich in vibrant street art. Indeed, Bermondsey Street itself is 
lined with contemporary art galleries and studios. Poke your head into the 
White Cube Bermondsey for a peak into the very latest international 
contemporary art. 

Foodies won't find it hard to savour the flavours of London, given the delicious 
cuisine at local eateries and trendy cafes. Maltby Street Market is an absolute 
must. This feast for the senses boasts enough artisanal food stalls to make 
your eyes water (but it will have your mouth watering first). Once you've had 
your fill, you should probably return to the comfort of the loft to recharge – 
because Bermondsey's effortlessly cool collection of bars, pubs and nightlife 
spots will keep you occupied until the early hours. The renowned Bermondsey 
Arches is a great place to sample some of London's craft beers and an equally 
good place to start a night out. 

The neighbourhood is also spoilt for green spaces. Indeed, within a few blocks 
of the loft, you'll find a handful of pleasant parks with tree-lined paths and 
cafes to watch the city hum along. Once you're well caffeinated, there are 
plenty of things to see and do, from landmarks such as Tower Bridge and 
Bermondsey Abbey to brilliant museums such as the Fashion and Textile 
Museum or the Tate Modern, housed in a former power station on the Thames 
River.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport London Heathrow Airport
(27 km)

Nearest Train Station London Bridge Station
(650 m)

Nearest Supermarket Sainsury's Local
(260 m)
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What you should know…
This is not a party house. If you want to party all through the night, there are plenty of happening spots in the vicinity

Although this loft has lift access, it is unfortunately not wheelchair friendly

What we love
The chic and happening décor of Bermondsey Loft will keep you invigorated 
throughout your London adventure

The loft's proximity to landmarks, attractions and funky neighbourhood haunts 
will make it feel like the epicentre of the city

With London Bridge barely a 10-minute walk, the whole of London is close at 
hand

What you should know…
This is not a party house. If you want to party all through the night, there are plenty of happening spots in the vicinity

Although this loft has lift access, it is unfortunately not wheelchair friendly
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: A security deposit may be collected by the property owner via Superhog.

- Arrival time: 15:00 - 20:00

- Departure time: 11:00

- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Heating costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- End of stay cleaning included?: Extra £175 to be charged to Oliver’s Travels with final balance. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra 
cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or garbage disposal required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi internet access included.

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed.

- Smoking Allowed?: Smoking & Vaping are not permitted.

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, loss of personal belongings, personal liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay.

- Stag & Hen Do's Allowed? : Weddings, stag/hen parties and any special events are not allowed.


